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INTERIM FINANCE REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING  

31st March 2007 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 

 
This report is a preliminary end of year report, subject to final account 
preparation and audit. Whilst the figures are correct at the time it was produced 
adjusting journals to the ledger may alter some numbers though they should not 
materially affect the overall result. 
 
I am pleased to report that the preliminary analysis indicates that the Trust has 
achieved the control target – a deficit of £11,457m is expected. This would be a 
major achievement given the position mid-year and has been achieved through a 
team effort by all the staff of the Trust 

 
2 KEY MESSAGES 
 

The Trust has a number of key financial targets. Performance in the year to the 
end of March 2007 is summarised below: 
 

• Deliver a balanced Income and Expenditure position – as set out in 
the introduction the preliminary result is a deficit of £11.457m. The SHA 
agreed that a balanced I&E was not feasible in the current year and set a 
control total of a £11.5m deficit. The trend over the last few months can be 
tracked to a real downturn in costs plus additional income from our main 
commissioners for over performance.  

 
• The Trust’s External Financing Limit is £7.3m. Through careful cash 

management we can confirm that the Trust achieved this target. 
 

• The Trust’s Capital Resource Limit of £9.5m has been undershot by a 
planned £0.8m relating to schemes only partially complete at the year-
end. The related cash has been called-down in 2006/07 and will be 
available to fund the completion of these schemes in 2007/08. 

 
• We have a target of paying 95% of creditors within the terms of the Better 

Payments Practice Code and as expected we have failed on this target. 
 

March  Cumulative 
Number of invoices paid within 30 days  3846  13,576 

 Percentage paid within Target   69.45% 21.18%     
 Value  of invoices paid within 30 days  £4,811k £19,046k 
 Percentage within Target    75.66% 31.87%  

 
The failure is a direct result of the deficit, higher spend levels and lower income 
receipts in the first half of the year. 
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3 INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 
 
3.1 Corporate 
 

Appendix 1 sets out the Corporate Income and Expenditure position for the Trust. 
This confirms that the Trust is expected to achieve £11.457 deficit. This is 
summarised below: 
 

Table 1: Corporate Income and Expenditure Position 
 

    

Forecast 
Outturn 
2006/07  

Actual 
Outturn 
2006/07 Variances

  Total Income        218,439     219,562 1,123 
           
  EXPENDITURE        
           
  Pay         144,204      139,672         (4,532)
  Non-Pay           71,923       71,888 (35) 
  Unallocated Savings Targets (4,441)               0 4,441 
  Agenda for Change                638         2,449 1,811
  Depreciation             9,815         9,399            (416)
  Total Expenditure         222,139     223,408 1,269
           
  OPERATING SURPLUS (3,700) (3,846)           (146)
           
  Dividend Payable (8,100) (8,026) 74
  Interest Receivable               300            408 108 
  Profit/Loss (-) on Disposal & Impairments                   0                7 7

  BREAKEVEN (11,500) (11,457) 43
 

 
3.2 Income 
 

West Hertfordshire PCT 
Income is £9.2m over budget reflecting successful negotiations on an agreed 
final settlement of an additional £9m. 

 
Hillingdon and other PCTs 
Income shortfall on Hillingdon and other PCT’s at just under £3m is in line with 
expectations previously reported. 

 
National Levies 
The shortfall in forecast outturn against budget of £4.2m reflects loss of income 
on R&D Funding and Junior Doctors top slice. Funding received for merit awards 
is less than expected but this is offset by lower payments to consultants. 
 
Other Income variances 
Other income and SLA amounts were also down £0.6m overall with the result 
that total year-end income will be up £1.1m over budget. 
  

 



 
3.3 Expenditure 
 

Overall expenditure and non-pay trends are shown in the graph below:  
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The spend positions reflect the impact of work stream savings over the past few 
months and March was the fourth consecutive month of reducing pay costs. Non 
pay spend has also continued to decrease for the last three months.  

 
 
3.4 Divisional performance 
 

Divisional performances will be detailed in the year-end report. 
In summary the divisions have now delivered work stream savings to date of 
£10.8m. 

• Surgery & Anaesthetics  
At M12 the cumulative overspend had reduced for the fourth month 
running to £572k this is an improvement of £91k on the M11 position. 

• Women’s and Children’s Division  
The division continued to under spend in M12 and ended the year £999k 
under spent, an improvement of £82k on the M11 position. 

• Medicine Division  
The Division has overspent £367k against budget (YTD) which is an 
improvement of £58k in the month. Cost savings of £3.6m have been 
accounted for in the period and is reflected in the YTD position. 

• Clinical Support Division  
Clinical Support Division has under spent by £730K., this  is made up of 
Pay  £686K under spent, non pay £2K under spent and Income above 
target by £43K. The Division’s increase in under spend against the pay 
budgets over the last five months is a result of the establishment review  
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carried out in August 2006, non pay has the benefit of the savings on X-
Rays film following the implementation of PACS.  Income has an increase 
in private patient income across the division. 

• Facilities Division 
The Division is £55k under spent against the year to date budget, which 
reflects an improvement in the month of £89k.  The improvement in the 
Facilities position from projected outturn of £45k overspend is due to 
Hillingdon SLA adjustments which were favourable for Facilities by £62k. 
A reduction in staffing costs and non pay costs for March were kept to a 
minimum in the last month of the year enabling the reduction in spend to 
be better than expected. 

•  Estates Division  
As at the end of month 12 the Division has delivered a saving of £505k 
against a target of £472k. Estates have also identified Trust wide savings 
of £202.7k. The Division overall is £173k under spent against the year to 
date budget. Estates have achieved their position by restricting spend and 
therefore backlog maintenance will need to be addressed in 2007/08. 

 
 
4 OTHER SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
 
4.1 Balance Sheet 
 

This is attached as Appendix 2. This shows that the Trust has total Net Assets of 
£214m at the end of Month 12.  

 
4.2 Cash Flow 
 

The Trust had a cash balance of NIL at 31st March 2007 which enabled it to meet 
its EFL and the detailed cash flow statement Appendix 3 provides a reconciliation 
between the I/E of £11.465m deficit and the Nil cash balance.  
 

4.3 Turnaround Summaries 
These are attached as Appendix 4.1 and 4.2 and show: 

� Divisional work streams savings totaling £11m were achieved which 
contributed to the overall under spend against budget of £4.3m. This 
performance was achieved as a direct result of financial control activities 
undertaken by the Trust. 

 
4.4 Capital Spending 
 

Appendix 5 shows that of the gross £9.5 allocations called down for 2006/07 £8.7 
has been spent, leaving a sum of £0.8m to carry forward relating to partly 
completed schemes. 
 

4.5 Manpower 
 

Appendix 6 provides details on manpower information. The Trust has achieved a 
reduction in staff in post of over 9.5% against the SHA target of 5%. Expenditure 
on temporary and locum staff is 4.4% of the total salary bill, down from 8% in 
2005/06. The Trust pay bill reduced from £34.3m in Q1 to £30.2m in Q4. 
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5 SUMMARY 

 
As a result of the tight spending controls implemented within the Trust which has 
resulted in a reduction in expenditure of £7m in the final 6 months of the year and 
in the light of the agreement by Hertfordshire PCT to pay an additional £9m 
towards the over performance we finished the year within the £11.5m deficit 
control total. 2007/08 will again be a challenging year with the Financial Target 
set at making a surplus of £5m.  
 
We are already working on the forthcoming year with a number of turnaround 
initiatives being defined and a revised approach to Budgeting introducing Trading 
Accounts to the Divisions being introduced. 
 
Subject to audit approval, it would appear that the Trust has achieved the control 
total I&E target and the EFL. Looking forward, the Trust can now build on the 
good work in turnaround and controls on the path towards the delivery of 
achieving surpluses, a pre-requisite for Foundation Trust application. 
 
 
Ross Dunworth 
Interim Director of Finance and Turnaround 
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